FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SILENT KNIGHT FIRE ALARM AND EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS’ EXPAND TO MEET GROWING
DEMANDS
Combined Fire Alarm and Emergency Communication Systems Grow to Protect
Larger Applications and Advance Past Traditional Fire Alarm Evacuation
NORTHFORD, Conn.  Silent Knight by Honeywell (NYSE: HON) has expanded
its Farenhyt line of combined fire alarm and emergency communication systems
(ECS) with the new IFP-2000ECS, which offers higher capacity and more power
to protect larger facilities and multiple buildings with one system. A growing
number of diverse facilities continue to drive demand upwards for more reliable,
cost-effective ECS solutions. The Farenhyt ECS line is now capable of providing
nearly all sizes and types of properties with one system that provides both
reliable fire protection and an effective means for broadcasting emergency alerts.
As many as 16 Farenhyt IFP-2000ECS panels can be networked together and
support up to 10,176 points (i.e. detectors, pull stations, etc.) to provide
comprehensive fire protection for large spaces and numerous buildings. This
same system can deliver highly-intelligible audio communications pertaining to
fire alarms as well as weather, terrorist, hazmat and other events. With one
system capable of utilizing up to 16 amplifiers to deliver a maximum of 2,000
Watts of power to audio circuits, the IFP-2000ECS can easily meet required
intelligibility levels, even in large spaces with high ambient noise, such as
factories and sports arenas.
“With the ECS, we’ve changed the dynamics of a fire alarm to communicate
more than just fire alarm evacuations using loud horns and flashing strobes,”
states Jim Spooner, Farenhyt product manager, Silent Knight. “You may not want
people to go outside. That’s why a combined system like Farenhyt’s ECS can
alert people of a problem, provide instructions and even override the fire alarm
evac signal if it was intended to create targets of opportunity.”
Each IFP-2000ECS includes a microphone for authorized users to send live
messages, in addition to eight buttons, which can be programmed with prerecorded messages. This same panel can also be equipped with 16 to 64 audio
switches to which specific speakers in specific building locations can be
assigned. Labels on each switch allow users to quickly choose the area(s) to
which specific alerts should be sent, while a standard All-Call switch can be used
to communicate with all areas within a building. In the event the main amplifier is
damaged, back-up audio is available to ensure messages are still delivered.
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For applications, such as high-rise buildings where two different messages are
required to be sent at the same time, the IFP-2000ECS offers dual channel
communications. For example, the Farenhyt ECS can send an evacuation
message to the area of an incident, as well as to the floor above and below it,
while sending a shelter-in-place message to all other floors to smooth the flow of
egress.
Silent Knight’s Farenhyt ECS line meets the latest NFPA 72: National Fire Alarm
& Signaling Code, UL 2572 Standard for Control and Communication Units for
Mass Notification Systems, and Department of Defense United Facilities Criteria
standards. Farenhyt ECS intelligent amplifiers can meet the 520 Hz code
requirements set forth by NFPA for compliance with Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requirements for alerting those with mild to severe hearing loss and
those within commercial sleeping quarters. Per the 2010 version of NFPA 72, on
January 1, 2014, 520 Hz fire alarm sounders are required to be installed in
commercial sleeping rooms, such as hotels, school dormitories and nursing
homes.
The Farenhyt ECS line offers a fire alarm and mass notification solution that is
survivable, completely supervised and intelligible, as required by code. The
Farenhyt combination of fire and ECS also comes with cost efficiencies by
combining the fire alarm system and ECS system in one cabinet. The IFP2000ECS can also use existing wire for fire alarm retrofits, presenting additional
cost savings to facilities.
To explore the new IFP-2000ECS and other Farenhyt fire and ECS offerings,
visit www.farenhyt.com or contact a local sales manager for a product
demonstration.

EDITOR’S NOTE: High- and low-resolution images of the Farenhyt IFP2000ECS and other Silent Knight products and installations are available in the
online photo gallery. Please direct all Silent Knight leads to Robyn Cosenza at
robyn.cosenza@honeywell.com.
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ABOUT SILENT KNIGHT
Silent Knight, part of the Honeywell (NYSE: HON) Fire Solutions Group, designs and manufactures
commercial fire alarm and emergency voice systems. Its broad portfolio of products is available through
security equipment distribution and a nationwide network of authorized Farenhyt Distributors. Founded in
1961, Silent Knight’s manufacturing operations are based in the United States.
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Honeywell International (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 diversified technology and manufacturing
leader, serving customers worldwide with aerospace products and services; control technologies for
buildings, homes and industry; automotive products; turbochargers; and specialty materials. Based in Morris
Township, N.J., Honeywell’s shares are traded on the New York, London, and Chicago Stock Exchanges.
For more news and information on Honeywell, please visit www.honeywellnow.com.
OF NOTE
This release contains certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of
historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that we or our management intends, expects,
projects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Such
statements are based upon certain assumptions and assessments made by our management in light of their
experience and their perception of historical trends, current conditions, expected future developments and
other factors they believe to be appropriate. The forward-looking statements included in this release are also
subject to a number of material risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to economic, competitive,
governmental, and technological factors affecting our operations, markets, products, services and prices.
Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual results,
developments and business decisions may differ from those envisaged by such forward-looking statements.
We identify the principal risks and uncertainties that affect our performance in our Form 10-K and other
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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